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This worksheet is simply meant to be extra practice and will not appear in this week’s quizlet. Once
you submit the corresponding quiz in Canvas (here), the solutions will be available.

Problem 1

Every week, the National Football League (NFL) randomly selects 10 players from each team for a
drug test. Eric Reid, a safety for the Carolina Panthers, was selected for 7 of these random drug tests
within the first 11 weeks of the 2018 season. Reid has accused the NFL of overtesting him because
of his decision to kneel during the national anthem.

In a video on Twitter, Reid says: That has to be statistically impossible. I’m not a statistician, but there’s
no way that’s random (video). Reid heard about a group of probability experts that come together
three times per week to solve math problems, and so he has decided to hire you as a consultants.

Assume there are 76 people on the Panthers and consider an 11-week period in which 10 people
are chosen for a drug test each week. Let Ek be the event that a single player is chosen k times for
a drug test. For example, E7 is the probability that a single player x (such as Eric Reid) is chosen 7
times for a drug test over an 11-week period.

(a) Let’s start by calculating the probability that a single player will be tested after the first week
of the season. What is the size of the sample space for a 1-week period? In how many ways
can a single player be tested in a 1-week period?

(b) What is the size of the sample space for an 11-week period?

(c) In how many ways can the NFL pick a player k times for testing over an 11-week period?

(d) In how many ways can the NFL pick 10 players (distinct from player x) for drug testing in the
other 11− k weeks?

(e) In how many ways can a single player be tested k times over an 11-week period, i.e. |Ek|?

(f) Calculate the probability of a single player being tested exactly k times, p(Ek), for 0 ≤ k ≤ 7.

(g) Calculate the probability of a single player being tested at least 7 times.

(h) What does your analysis suggest?
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